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On which surface would a travel the farthest?            Wood   carpet    ice   concrete 
 

___________ is why a rolling object slows down?       Force    friction   inertia   momentum 
 
Two dogs are pulling on a rope in opposite directions. Neither dog is moving the other. Which must be true? 

They are using no force. 
They are forcing the rope to bend. 
They are creating an unbalanced force. 
They are using the same amount of force. (balanced force) 

In class we tested a toy car by releasing it at the top of a ramp. 

Which factor would make the biggest difference in how quickly the car reaches the bottom? 
the size of the tires 
the length of the car 
the angle of the ramp 
the amount of air in the tires 

The ramp we used was an example of which simple machine? 
wheel and axle          lever        wedge         inclined plane 

A wheelbarrow is used to lift and move some concrete. Which simple machines make a wheelbarrow work? 
screw and lever         wheel and wedge         lever and wheel         pulley and inclined plane 

 

This diagram shows devices called cogs. Gears are often used in machinery to change the direction of energy 

used in motion as shown by the arrows.  A gear is which type of simple machine? 

 
Lever        pulley     screw    wheel 

 

A person uses a screwdriver to pry lid of a bucket. In order to fit between the lid and the bucket, the screwdriver 

must act as which simple machine?     Lever   pulley    wedge  wheel 

 

 

Imagine workers moving a large, heavy object onto the second floor of a house. 
 

What simple machine can be used to make the job easier? 
 

Which simple machine is used to raise a flag on a flagpole?  

 

The diagram below shows an investigation. Two balls were released under 

identical conditions from the same point on the ramp. The balls are the 

exact same size, but the masses are different. Why does ball 2 stop farther 

away from the top of the ramp than ball 1 did? 
Direction        momentum       friction         gravity 

Imagine wind blowing on a sail and moving a boat.  Which type of force causes the sailboat to move?    
pushing   friction  pulling   gravity 
 

 

Which factor is needed in order to determine which car has the greatest momentum when traveling down an 

inclined plane?  size of car     direction     mass of car    friction 
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